Service Line Costing & Profitability

Knowledge to improve margins,
build volume and grow strategically

Better information
for better decisions

Agilum’s Service Line Costing and Profitability module is specifically designed to access and process

Service Line Costing and Profitability

the key performance indicator (KPI) information unique to healthcare service line management. It quickly

is a strategic planning module designed

and easily gives you the data you need to get a complete picture of the operational and financial status

to help you:

of each of your services.

The ability to capture data from multiple source systems allows analysis in a variety of ways and at

and evaluate service line profitability

multiple levels of detail — all the way down to the patient level. With this robust solution, you can
identify revenue enhancement opportunities and support cost and revenue improvement initiatives





Identify optimal capital
investment strategies

graphs and reports, many with powerful drill-down capability to isolate data by department, transaction,
payer, financial class and physician.

Determine potential volumebuilding opportunities

in a timely manner.
Service Line Costing and Profitability includes ad hoc reporting plus a portfolio of built-in dashboards,

Conduct an objective portfolio analysis



Discover net revenue enhancement
opportunities by evaluating payer
mix and margin by payer



improvement initiatives

Standard tools with extraordinary impact

•
•
•
•
•
•

Margins by service line
Margins by payer
Case mix index trends and analysis
Average length of stay (ALOS) trends
Volume trends
Diagnostic Related Group (DRG) mix

•
•
•
•
•



Enhance internal benchmarking



Provide quick and extensive

Physician cases
Margin by physician

drill-down capability

Detail cost analysis at any level
Volume by zip code

Support cost and revenue



Consolidate trends and
comparisons into one place

Departmental utilization


Offer flexible data trending options

Assess service line volume by numerous data sets.
User-defined color codes measure by ZIP code, payer,
department, physician, DRG and other variables.

A cloud-based service model with powerful features

•
•
•

Multiple sources of data integrated
into a single data warehouse
Data available at patient transaction level
Measurement and monitoring of volumes,
resource utilization, costs, expected
reimbursements and margins

•

Service line data available and
segregated by physician, payer, DRG,
financial class and ZIP code

•
•
•
•

Robust library of comparative reports
Facility, consolidated facility or regional reviews
Flexible user security levels

•
•
•
•
•

Intuitive ad hoc reports
Flexible data trending
Export to Excel and email
Easy access to historical data

Compare service line performance among multiple
hospitals. The ability to compare costs and performance
among facilities is ideal for hospital systems.

Fully integrated cost accounting
engine, including:
¤ Flexible overhead allocation
¤ RVU-, RCC- and ABC-based costing
down to patient and charge code level
¤ Unlimited cost buckets and
direct, indirect, variable and
fixed costing classifications

Review inpatient and outpatient margin by service
line. Drill down for detailed data breakdown by physician,
payer, case mix index and more.

Powerful drill-down capability

About Agilum
Experience a new kind of healthcare business intelligence. Agilum Healthcare Intelligence delivers
the real-time, real-world insights you need to improve outcomes while lowering the cost of care.
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